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*Learn more about Google Docs.* Retrieved from [http://www.youtube.com/docs#__utma=72592003.1425512931.1319134635.1328908431.1331739731.5&__utmb=72592003.2.10.1331739731&__utmc=72592003&__utmz=72592003.1331739731.5.3.utmcsr=blackboard.longwood.edu|utmccn=(referral____)&utmcmd=referral|utmct=/webapps/blackboard/content/listContentEditable.jsp&__utmv=-=&__utmk=258751372
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The mission of the school library program is to ensure that students and staff are effective users of ideas and information. The school librarian empowers students to be critical thinkers, enthusiastic readers, skillful researchers, and ethical users of information. *Empowering Learners: Guidelines for School Library Programs,* p. 8.